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When I saw the photograph of the grandfather clock I was drawn to the clock-face,
the moons, and the mystery of the burning ship. In my drawing, the clock-face and
moons blended into an abstract format. The ship became a rowboat with a man in it.
Symbolic flames moved out to the edges. The title of my drawing comes from a text
that I copied down decades ago. I remembered it as soon as I started thinking about
the clock image.
Time was in circles. If time didn’t go in loops and rings why would you plod on. You
would make no sense – time would make no sense – if time, to you was one straight
line to a future that didn’t exist. The end betrayed you. The end was decay. There
was nothing but this moment.
But if you consented – in a light like this – if you shifted the image that you carried, if
you took as your picture the circle, not the line – then moments would come back to
you – in some landscape, in some smell, in some stranger’s glance. If you accepted
the moments were unpredictable. If you accepted that your life was hovering around
you, mysterious. If you consented. If you lay here quiet and watched –then you
might tap straight through into living. Into this evanescent floating repetitive thing.”
Yukio Mishima The Sea of Fertility
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